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Abstract—Recognizing the states of household appliance is
helpful to monitor the power consumption and model user
behaviors at home. Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM)
receives widespread attention as it can identify a individual
appliance state using a single sensor. However, presented
approaches today can not be adopted in actual home scenarios
because they either ignore the energy limitation of sensors
or require a complex user configuration. To solve this prob-
lem, this paper proposes IEHouse which is a Non-Intrusive
Household Appliance State Recognition System. It leverages a
supervised learning process over the labeled appliance data sets
which can be constructed dynamically based on a small number
of appliance profiles. It uses Deep Neural Network (DNN),
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) models, to identify appliance states and improves
the accuracy through online learning gradually. By simulating
a common household scenario, the energy consumption of
sampling sensor is 5.12kJ per week and the average accuracy
of recognizing 10 mixed typical appliance states is 92.9%, which
achieves better accuracy with low energy.

Keywords-Smart Home, Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
(NILM), Appliance State Recognition, Deep Neural Network
(DNN)

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of artificial intelligence and smart

home, recognizing appliance states has become an important

research topic [1], [2]. The motivations for such a process

are twofold. First, based on the researches, users can mon-

itor the operating states of appliances to optimize energy

consumption [3]. Second, since appliance states can provide

information about users’ lives, it is helpful to identify and

predict users’ behaviors. For instance, if the states of kitchen

appliances are ON, it can be presumed that the user is

cooking; if the TV and lights in the living room are ON,

then the probability that users are resting will be high (i.e.,

Household Appliances Are Sensors (HAAS)).
However, if too many sensors are installed in a house, it

will bring issues of privacy, user experience, cost and etc.

Therefore, it’s important for us to recognize as many ap-

pliance states as possible with fewer sensors. Non-Intrusive

Load Monitoring (NILM) [4] aims to identify every indi-

vidual appliance from the aggregate data collected via a

single sensor. At present, researches in this field can be

divided into two aspects: supervised learning and unsuper-

vised learning. Supervised learning is used when the model

is trained using aggregate data which is labeled to identify

individual appliance states, which achieves high accuracy

in some experiment setups. Unsupervised learning trains

with aggregate data only, and no prior training with labeled

data is required. However, supervised learning is impractical

because it requires a long manual labeling process and unsu-

pervised learning has problems in obtaining high accuracy.

Combining the strengths of both methods, we present

IEHouse, a Non-Intrusive Household Appliance State

Recognition System, which can achieve high accuracy with

little user involvement. In IEHouse, a current sampling

sensor is installed over the household main power entrance

line. Users add new appliances by scanning the barcode

on appliances. The training dataset can be composed dy-

namically by appliance profiles provided by manufacturers,

rather than from data labeled by users. Inspired by the

similarity between voice waves and current waves, we

adopt the state-of-the-art DNN model, Gated Recurrent

Unit (GRU) [5], to disaggregate each appliance’s current

signal from household aggregate signals. Moreover, online

learning mechanism is designed to improve accuracy and

increase training speed. We implement the prototype system

and evaluate the performance in a lab environment. The

contributions are summarized as follows:

1) A novel system, IEHouse, is proposed to recognize

the states of appliances without intruding occupants

in the house, which is an implementation of NILM

for actual home scenario. IEHouse achieves simple

configuration, low energy consumption, and low cost

at the same time. Three indicators including energy-

awareness, scalability and effectiveness are used to

evaluate the performance of the proposed system.

2) A novel algorithm based on supervised learning model

is used to recognize the states of appliances. As a

supplement, online learning based on user feedbacks

is leveraged to improve the accuracy. The average

accuracy of 92.9% is achieved in our experiments.

3) More detailed Behavior-awared Sampling Interval

(BSI) is put forward to achieve energy monitoring

for sampling sensor with lower energy consumption,

and the energy consumption of the sampling sensor is

estimated as 5.12kJ per week.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section II we introduce the related work. Section III
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describes the IEHouse in detail and the core algorithm of

IEHouse is illustrated in IV. In section V, we evaluate our

system and we conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Appliance state recognition systems can be divided into

four categories according to the way of collecting features:

smart outlet system, indirectly sensing system, noise detec-

tion system and non-intrusive load monitoring system [6].

Smart outlet system consists of several smart outlets and

a computing unit. Smart outlet which transformed from the

traditional outlet can detect the state of appliance and send

it to the computing unit. Computing unit summarizes and

analyzes the information from smart outlets. Study in [7]

show that wireless sensor network technology is widely used

in appliance state recognizing and they focus on evaluating

the reliability and stability of the smart outlet network by

deploying 49 nodes in a building. Such techniques are

effective but expensive to deploy and may also raise privacy

concerns in a home.

Indirectly sensing system, which leverages a variety

of heterogeneous sensors, can identify appliance state by

analyzing context information, such as electromagnetic field,

sound and vibration in the vicinity of appliance. In [8], the

authors presented ViridiScope which used magnetic field

sensors to estimate the power consumption of a device.

TinyEARS [9] monitored the power consumption of individ-

ual appliance primarily based on the acoustic signatures and

reported the power consumption within a 10% error margin.

HeatProbe [10], a thermal-based power meter system, used

thermal imaging to track disaggregated appliance usage.

However, this approach also adopts a large number of

sensors, which brings serious limitations to the system.

Noise detection system can recognize the state of ap-

pliance based on voltage or current noise because each

appliance state is accompanied by a unique circuit noise.

These noises are mainly categorized into three types: on-off

transient noise, steady-state line voltage noise and steady-

state continuous noise. Gupta et al. [11] proposed Elec-

triSense which could sense the electromagnetic interference

(EMI) created by Switched Mode Power Supplies (SMPS)

oscillators. Appliances which equipped with SMPS can be

characterized by analyzing steady-state voltage noise gener-

ated upon their operation. A significant improvement over

ElectriSense was presented in [12]. The new technique did

not required precise placement on the breaker panel anymore

and it adopt a self-calibration technique using a neural net-

work that dynamically learned the transfer function. These

techniques can estimate true power consumption with an

average accuracy of 95%. However, this method usually

requires high sampling rate in order to capture the noise

which is expensive and is sensitive to the wiring architecture

of the monitored environment.
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Figure 1. The framework overview

Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) system [4] aims

to discern devices by identifying a single measurement

from the aggregate data. The sensor is usually used to

collect current or power signal in the home entrance line.

The research of NILM focuses on algorithm, which falls

into two categories: supervised learning and unsupervised

learning. Supervised learning is used when the model is

trained using the aggregate data and individual appliance

states. Many researches used the techniques such as Hidden

Markov Models (HMM) [13], Viterbi’s algorithm and sparse

coding algorithms [14] to infer the disaggregated state. Re-

cently, [15] adapted three deep neural network architectures

and drew a conclusion that all three neural nets achieved

better performance than either combinatorial optimization

or factorial hidden Markov models. A DNN-HMM-based

approach was proposed in [16] which outperforms Factorial

Hidden Markov model (FHMM) because there is no need of

knowledge about the remaining loads in the aggregate signal

except for the target load. Unsupervised learning had been

presented in NILM trying to reduce cost as much as possible

[17], [18]. Different variations of HMM are used to address

this issue [19]–[21]. However, supervised learning requires a

time-consuming manual labeling process and unsupervised

learning falls short of achieving high accuracy.

Overall, an appliance state recognition system that can

achieve low cost, low energy consumption, easy deployment

and high accuracy is required. IEHouse which falls within

the category of NILM can meet these requirements.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

IEHouse consists of five components: Household Appli-

ances, Mobile Application (App), Cloud Server (CS), Home

Server (HS) and Main Current Sampling Sensor (MCSS).



The five components are described in detail in the first

part of this section. Then the following part analyzes the

system workflows. The overall framework of the system is

illustrated in Figure 1.

A. Components
Household Appliances: Every appliance owns a barcode

affixed by the manufacturers, we regard the barcode as ID

of one appliance. As the operating states of appliance vary

from each other, we categorize appliances based on their

operation states as follows [4]:

1) Two State (TS) appliances. They only have two oppo-

site states: ON and OFF. Such as table lamp.

2) Finite State Machine (FSM) appliances. They own

finite and more than one running state. Such as cooker.

3) Continuously Variable (CV) appliances. They have no

fixed number of states. Such as computer.

We regard current signal as the feature of an appliance

state (The reason that we focus on current will be explained

in Section IV-A).
It is easy to obtain the states of TS and FSM appliances,

but not for the CV appliances. IEHouse puts forward an

approach to get the profile of the CV appliances. It samples

M(M >> m) cycles of current waveform and clusters

the M cycles into x groups according to the K-means

clustering algorithm. It choose m cycles of current waveform

randomly from each group to indicate states of the appliance.

In general, x is set to no more than four to prevent the

exploding of the number of states.
Mobile Application(App): It is a mobile application

installed on personal smart devices, such as smartphone,

tablet and so on. It mainly supports three functions:

1) User login;

2) Adding a new appliance by scanning the barcode;

3) Monitoring appliance states in real time.

Cloud Server(CS): It contains a Cloud Appliance Profile
Database (CloudDB) which stores all profiles of appliances

in the world. CloudDB is opened up to appliance manufac-

turers and registered users. Manufactures can import profiles

of their products in a batched way. Meanwhile, users can

import or export profiles that they owned.
Home Server(HS): It is a core component of IEHouse

containing four parts:

1) Local Appliance Profiles Database (LocalDB): It

stores the profiles, states and trained models of appli-

ances that only the user used. Profiles can be down-

loaded from CloudDB by identifying the barcode. Of

course, users can add the profiles that can not be

retrieved from the CloudDB.

2) Personalized Training Dataset: It can be generated

from the LocalDB and extended dynamically accord-

ing to the user behavior.

3) Machine Learning Engine: It consists of two com-

puting processes. When a new appliance is added, the
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Figure 2. The data flow diagram of normal working

Neural Network models will be trained according to

the personalized training dataset. Another process is

inferring the states of all the appliances in the house.

Appliance states will be stored to LocalDB.

4) Center Controller: It controls the executing logic of

HS, and communicates with CS, App and MCSS.

Home Server can be deployed on a PC or an intelligent

router, or just be a single device like Google Home1 and

Amazon Echo2. Users own the right to manage the data and

decide whether to open the data to others or not.

Main Current Sampling Sensor(MCSS): It adheres over

the home entrance line, samples and sends current signal to

HS.

B. System Workflow

In general, HS sends the instruction of sampling to the

MCSS and acquires the current signal. Then the machine

learning engine within HS makes inferences based on the

trained Neural Network models (As is shown in Figure 2).

The inference results, including all states of appliances, will

be stored in the LocalDB. Finally users can monitor all states

via App.

BSI
10 cycles

BSI
10 cycles10 cycles

Figure 3. Behavior-awared Sampling Interval (BSI)

The interval between the adjacent instructions of sampling

is variable. A shorter interval provides more states and

increases the accuracy of predicating while a longer one re-

duces the energy consumption. To achieve both lower energy

1https://madeby.google.com/home/
2https://www.amazon.com/Amazon-Echo-Bluetooth-Speaker-with-WiFi-

Alexa/dp/B00X4WHP5E
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Figure 4. Current waveforms of fan and humidifier

consumption and higher accuracy, we put forward a novel

dynamic sampling interval mechanism namely Behavior-
awared Sampling Interval (BSI) (As is shown in Figure 3).

It predetermines the interval based on the house profile and

adjusts dynamically based on the daily routine. Firstly, we

define the peak time interval and the off-peak one to describe

the operating states of appliances. The peak one is defined

when more than three appliance state changes are detected in

an hour. On the contrary, the off-peak one is defined when

no more than three state changes are detected in an hour.

The BSI is set to one minute during the peak interval, while

ten minutes during the off-peak interval. When IEHouse is

used in the first week, the peak and off-peak intervals can

be preset by the users or by default. Sequentially, they will

be adjusted every week according to the collected appliance

states information in the LocalDB.

When a new appliance is registered, Home Server re-

trieves the appliance’s barcode from the App and then

queries the LocalDB and CloudDB. If the barcode exists

in LocalDB, its profile can be obtained directly. Otherwise

its profile will be downloaded to LocalDB from CloudDB if

exists. There is a corresponding Neural Network model for

every appliance. A new training dataset will be built from

the new profile and the existing appliances models will be

trained online and updated based on the new training dataset.

Meanwhile, the new appliance will lead to a new model

training based on the new training dataset and the original

training dataset.

IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Feature selection

Application feature is essential to the accuracy of the

proposed algorithm. It can be broadly categorized into

steady-state and transient features. In order to capture the

transient features, the sampling frequency should be ex-

tremely high, which results in high hardware costs and

energy consumption. So transient features are not suitable

for the IEHouse. For steady-state, V-I features of frequency

domain also requires a high sampling rate. Therefore, we
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Figure 5. Actual and constructed current waveforms of fan add humidifier

choose the current waveform signal in time domain as the

feature of appliance state.

Considering sampling frequency, on the one hand, if the

number of samples per cycle is insufficient, the current

waveform may be plotted less accurately. On the other

hand, higher frequencies can certainly lead to a higher

accuracy, but it incurs sophisticated hardware and over fitting

problems. Experiments in [22] indicate sampling frequency

above 8kHz does not provide significant benefit for disag-

gregation since the signal will be buried in the noise. We

adopt 7KHz as the sampling frequency in this paper with

the consideration of hardware environments.

B. Pre-process

To reduce the complexity of MCSS and decrease the

energy consumption, we only collect the total current signal

and the voltage is not collected. However, the baseline is

lost when only collecting the current, which leads to the

diversity of current phases. So it is important to remove the

uncertain phase. In the paper, an algorithm based on Fast

Fourier transform (FFT) is proposed to remove the uncertain

phase of current. First, FFT is used to derive the frequency

spectrum of the current waveform:

F (ξ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(t)e−2πitξdt (1)

Where f(t) is the time-domain current function, ξ is the

frequency, i represents the imaginary unit. f(ξ) is an array,

each item is a imaginary number including the real and

imaginary parts. The ith item represents the ith harmonic.

The phase of fundamental wave can be extracted:

ph =
F (ξ)(image,1)

F (ξ)(real,1)
(2)

Then the uncertain phase of every harmonic can be removed:

F (ξ)′ = F (ξ)e−inph (3)

Where i represents the imaginary unit, n is the nth harmonic.

However, it is impossible to use the current signal which

with zero-phase to construct the total current signal because
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each appliance has a initial phase. So we should add the

initial phase back to each appliance. The initial phase can be

obtained from appliance profile. We take appliance A and B

as an example to explain the procedure: The original current

signal of A and B are: fA(t + pi + ph), fB(t + pi + ph).
pi represents initial phase and ph represents the uncertain

phase that produced because of the missing voltage baseline.

As shown in Figure 4, the black line is voltage waveform

which is the baseline, the red and blue lines are the current

waveforms of fan and humidifier.

Then the phases are removed by using the method below,

the current waveforms are:

fA(t) = P (fA(t)) (4)

fB(t) = P (fB(t)) (5)

We use function P (x) to represent the procedure of remov-

ing phase. The initial phase should be added:

fA(t+ piA) = Q(fA(t), piA) (6)

fB(t+ piB) = Q(fB(t), piB) (7)

The function Q(a, b) represents the procedure of adding

phase. Parameter a is current signal and b is initial phase.

The method of adding phase is the same as removing. Then

the two current signal can added directly to construct a total

current:

fA+B(t+ px) = fA(t+ piA) + fB(t+ piB) (8)

Formula (8) may produce some phases px, so we should

remove it again:

fA+B(t) = P (fA+B(t+ px)) (9)

So we extract the total current signal from the Appliance

profile of A and B. MCSS collects the actual current signal
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when A and B are working: GA,B(t + px). It also need to

remove phase:

GA,B(t) = P (GA+B(t+ px)) (10)

As shown in Figure 5, the black line is voltage waveform

which is the baseline, the red line is current waveform of

fan add humidifier (GA,B(t)) and blue line is actual data.

C. Construct Personalized Training DataSet
Figure 6 illustrates the process of constructing the person-

alized training dataset. The personalized training dataset can

be built up from LocalDB which stores all appliance profiles.

For each appliance which has m (m >= 1, the state of

OFF is not included) states, we regard it as m virtual states

and each virtual state is an array representing of the current

signal. For example, if the LocalDB includes 6 appliances

each with 1 states and 2 appliances each with 2 states, we

can get 10 virtual states. (10 = 6× 1 + 2× 2).
Then a universal feature set (i.e., a two dimensional

matrix) can be generated from these virtual states. There

are 210 rows in the matrix and each row is a combination

of virtual states. To get a training model for each virtual

appliance, a corresponding and unique label set of 210

Boolean values is constructed except for the feature set.

Each value of label set indicates the virtual states, which

is contained in the combination or not. So the personalized

training dataset for a virtual state is composed of a universal

feature set and a reconstruct label set. In this way, a very

small amount of data can constitute a personalized training

dataset, which can only depends on the appliance profiles

owned by user. In addition, the feedback which is based on

user behavior will also be added in the personalized training

dataset.

D. The Design of Deep Neural Network
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are suitable for pro-

cessing the input with time series like the current waveform.



Table I
TYPES OF APPLIANCE STATES

Types Appliances Virtual States

TS

electric fan electric fan

table lamp table lamp

air purifier air purifier

computer display1 computer display1

computer display2 computer display2

FSM humidifier
humidifier state1

humidifier state2

CV laptop computer

laptop computer state1

laptop computer state2

laptop computer state3

Specifically, due to the requirement of online learning, it’s

reasonable to use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to

avoid the long-term dependency problem. LSTM has been

widely used on a wide variety of sequence tasks including

automatic speech recognition and machine translation. Since

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) processes iterations faster than

LSTM, so we finally choose GRU as our model. The training

procedure and the structure of DNN is shown in Figure 7.

The original input of the model is a one dimensional array

which contains current waveform of 10 cycles. We reshape

it into a two-dimensional matrix. There are 10 rows in the

matrix and each row is current waveform in a cycle. In this

way, the matrix can present the relevance and locality not

only in a cycle but also between cycles. Then we use CNN

to capture features of the matrix. The model consists of two

convolutional layers (CONV), two pooling layers (POOL),

two GRU layers, two full connected layers (FCN) and a

softmax classifier. The output is a boolean value. 1 and 0
represents appliance state ON and OFF, respectively.

E. Online Learning

The design of the online learning algorithm of IEHouse

is based on Attention Mechanism. When users provide

feedback, a comparison between the actual state and the

inferred one will be made. If the state between actual and

inferred are different, then the state will be regarded as a

surprise. Therefore, the weight of input, including the state

and current signal at that moment, will be set to higher than

others and saved into the personalized training dataset. Then

the model will be trained again using the new dataset. The

number of training times is proportional to the frequency of

feedback. With the increasing of usage, the training model

will become stable and accurate.

V. EVALUATION

An lab experiment is setup to evaluate IEHouse. A per-

sonal computer is used as a Home Server and MCSS can be

adhered in the power strip line which represents the main

line of a house. We choose seven mixed typical appliances

in the experiment. They can represent the three types of

Table II
THE RESULT OF EVALUATION

Virtual State P R Acc F1

electric fan 0.995 0.987 0.991 0.991

table lamp 0.991 0.995 0.993 0.993

air purifier 0.984 0.917 0.951 0.949

computer display1 0.984 0.981 0.983 0.983

computer display2 0.952 0.942 0.947 0.947

humidifier state1 0.979 0.987 0.983 0.983

humidifier state2 0.839 0.787 0.817 0.812

laptop computer state1 0.977 0.980 0.979 0.979

laptop computer state2 0.997 0.974 0.969 0.985

laptop computer state3 0.965 0.978 0.969 0.969

All appliance states 0.938 0.918 0.929 0.928

appliances: humidifier belongs to FSM, laptop computer

belongs to CV and others are TS appliances. The types and

their virtual states are shown in Table I.

A. Energy-awareness

Considering the application environment of a house, it

is important to design a low energy system. MCSS, the

battery-powered only component, is most sensitive to energy

in IEHouse. The following three aspects address the low

energy design of MCSS: 1) It adopts low-cost, low-power

802.15.4 chipset; 2) It applies BSI to decrease the number

of samples and communications ; 3) It employs intermediate

frequency sampling to capture the feature of appliance state.

In our environment, the power of sampling sensor is about

0.3W and the energy consumption of per sampling is 1.27J .

If we apply the default BSI (8 hours are labeled as peak time

and 16 hours are labeled as off-peak time in a day), then

the number of sampling data is 576 (8 × 60 + 16 × 6) per

day, 4032 per week. So the total energy consumption in a

week is estimated as 5.12kJ . Then a charge of 300kJ can

be used for more than a year, which meets the need of low

energy.

PowerBlade [23] is a state-of-the-art, low cost and low

power AC plug-load meter that can measure real, reactive

and apparent power. The power of PowerBlade is less

than 0.18W and the energy consumption in a week can

be estimated as 108.9kJ . So the energy consumption of

PowerBlade is 20x higher than that of MCSS.

B. Effectiveness

A typical classification metrics, Precision (P), Recall (R),

Accuracy (Acc) and F-measure (F1), is used to evaluate the

effectiveness of the algorithm [24] :

In this stage, the personalized training dataset is split

so that 60% of the data is used for training, 20% of the

data is used for validation and the remainder is used for

test. A validation test is performed on the entire training

data set. Every model is trained on the training dataset.



Figure 8. Inferring time of different numbers of appliances states

Then, performance of the obtained model is estimated on

the validation subset. This procedure will be repeated until

a model with a best performance is trained. The training

method may have a little different compared to the real

scenario for it is used to evaluate the performance of

algorithm only. Then we use the models to infer states on

the test set. The result is shown in Table II.

The result shows that IEHouse performs good accuracy

in recognizing not only different appliances, but also the

same appliance with different operating states. The laptop

computer has three states presents a high accuracy (e.g.,

97.9% accuracy at most). It also shows the potential to

identify different appliances with the same feature (e.g.,

computer display1 and computer display2, 98.3% accuracy

at most). The accuracy of humidifier state2 is lower than

others because the features of two states of humidifier are

very similar.

The accuracy of different NILM algorithms is hard to

compare because researches did not use uniform dataset.

The accuracy of most algorithms is between 80% and

90%. Recently, [15] adapted three deep neural network

architectures and drew a conclusion that all three models

achieved better performance than traditional methods. The

accuracy of three models are 91%,94% and 68%. But it is

worth nothing that they can identify 6 appliance states while

IEHouse can recognize 10 appliance states.

C. Scalability

In order to evaluate the scalability of the system, we

conduct tests considering the training time on DNN models

with different number of appliance states and the inference

time. When a new appliance state is added, a new model

will be built and trained. As shown in Figure 9, although the

Personalized Training Dataset exhibits exponential growth,

the average training time of a new state do not take expo-

nential time in the experience. Meanwhile, with the users’

feedback, the models of existing state will obtain more

information of the users’ behavior. The growth of training

Figure 9. Average training time of different numbers of appliances states

time will be slower. Thus, IEHouse can be expanded to more

appliance states. When a new appliance state is added, the

inference time will be longer because the number of models

increases. As shown in Figure 8, the relationship between

inference time and the number of appliance states is linear.

It cost about 10 ms to infer an appliance state when there

is only an appliance state. If there are 30 appliance states

in a house, then the inference time increases to 300ms,

which is acceptable for IEHouse and meet the real-time

demands. According to the low training and inference time

when adding a new appliance state, IEHouse illustrates its

scalability.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present IEHouse, an efficient NILM system to recog-

nize appliance states in this paper. The design of IEHouse is

based on the observation that personalized behavior data can

help for recognizing the states of appliances. By constructing

the training dataset dynamically based on appliance profiles,

it saves the time cost of tagging samples. By using DNN

models, IEHouse can accurately discern different appliances

or the different states of the same appliance. By evaluating

the system, we show that IEHouse has significant advantages

in the following aspects.

• Energy-awareness: The energy consumption of the sam-

pling sensor is 1/20 of that of a similar product.

• Effectiveness: IEHouse achieves 92.9% accuracy av-

eragely for recognizing 10 appliance states, which is

higher than that of most algorithms.

• Scalability: The inference time increases proportionally

to the number of appliance states and that of one

appliance state is approximately 10 ms.
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